
Human Hair Lace Front Wig

产品名称 Human Hair Lace Front Wig

公司名称 胶州市蕾思假发厂

价格 700.00/unit

规格参数 length:20 inches
color:natural
density:120%

公司地址 青岛胶州市中云兰州西路1188号金胶州钢材市场
E4-3

联系电话 0532-89715708 13012531355

产品详情

 

 specifications:

texture:kinky curl

 1. pattern is permanent,last long,tangle free,never shedding, full lace wig with stretch lace at crown

2.hair length:from 8" to 24" are available.

3.color :1,1b,2,4, 27,30,33,natural dark brown and highlights are available.

4.density: 120%

5. size:small,medium and large circumference,or custom made according to your speical measurements,that will be
handcrafted to your design specifications.

6.hair type: indian remy hair or custom made chinese remy hair,brazilian hair,malaysian ahir,mongolian hair,
european hair etc. each hair individually implanted and hand-tied(please send specification in email if you want
custom made,and it needs our quotation according to your request)

7.lace color:light brown,medium brown,dark brown

8.bleached knots on the front hairline on the perimeter,only color 1 can’t be bleached.

9. hair texture for your choice: natural straight,silky straight,yaki straight,kinky straight,body wave,deep wave,water



wave,kinky curl,afro curl,spiral curl,loose curl,jerry curl,25 curl etc.

 

  
       you can get exactly what you want here!

stock  full lace wig 8-24 inches (it will take around 3 weeks to produce your custom unit. ) please view texture
catalog,hair colors available,cap construction,density chart:   

  wholesale best quality 100% human hair wig with a nice bit of craft! please extend lead time for us when you
place custom order!

    

we take this opportunity to re-emphasize that we shall, at all times, do everything possible to give you whatever
service and information you desire 
  

cap construction

  

 

 
  

lace colors

available

  

for custom order,we use french lace,swiss lace or mono
lace in light brown,medium brown or dark brown
colour,the hair is sewed in perfect order with excellent
density,so you can part anywhere you want on
the wig. 

  

texture pattern

  

furthermore,we are very good at making all kinds of pre-
style texture pattern--

yaki straight,natural straight,silky straight,kinky
straight,small curls,25curl,kinky curl,jerry curl,afro
curl,loose curl,body wave,deep wave,water wave,wet and
wavy,choose from any of our pictured styles or you can
send us a picture of what your want,we are greatly at
texture/curl matching!



the curl pattern is permanent and returns when the unit is
wet and air dried.

 
  

hair colors 

available 

about full 

lace wigs 

in stock

  

  

knots

  

 
  

quality 

control

  

  

 

we committed ourselves to quality improvement and
control.all products have to pass strict inspection
before they go out.

1.two technicians and two quality inspectors.

2.we inspect goods in.

3.we control the quality during production.

4.we check quality after completion and before shipment.

5.we ensure all products sent out are qualified.
  

hairline

  

  

density

chart

  

  

please don't hesitate to contact us if you want to do real and great business...

it's sure to be a pleasant surprise when you get the excellent wigs exactly you need after our prompt execution!



 

 

 

choose the exact wig you are looking for

 

 

 

 

 

  

make an investment in your beauty and place your order today!   

we are confident that you will be pleased with any purchase

that you make from us and we look forward to fulfilling all of your lace wig needs!if you have any
questions/comments please contact us.  we strive to answer all inquiries in a timely manner.  

please note:  we list all of the items that we have in stock, so if you don't see what you are looking for,

we can make as per your request.    we can ship it immediately.   you can get  just the unit that you
are looking for.

please note:we are not liable for damage by processing wigs yourself------coloring,bleaching knots,

alter texture pattern.

refunds/exchanges/repair service: 

1,you may exchange the wigs or send back the wigs to ask for refund in 7 days after  the order is 



delivered,please view the item description and pictures carefully and ask any questions that you have 

prior to making any purchase.  we strive to represent all our items in a honest and accurate way, and 

we are sure that you will happy with our service and products!

2,we can repair for free and afford shipping in one month after the order is delivered,we charge for 

shipping and repairing after the order was delivered more than one month.

 

1,faq: 

 

improper wash or process probably make the hair dry, easy to fall down or tangle. how you care for your lace wigs

 

 

 

 

q: can texture hold long,can texture be duplicated exactly like pictures that i will send you?

 

a: our texture patterns are permanent even after many washes,the curly or wavy texture pattern is permanent and
returns when the unit is wet and air dried.nobody can ensure duplicating a texture can 100% exactly like your
picture.but we can ensure we are greatly at curly,wavy texture matching!

 

 

q: can i dye /color the hair?

 

a: only natural color can be colored. as a general rule it is easier to darken the hair than to lighten the hair.

blonde hair has been bleached more so more caution must be taken. we highly recommend having your hairdresser
dye the hair as you will get the results you want, coloring them yourself always may ruin the wig.all other colors were
dyed by us,so you can't dye again unless you remove the colors we dyed on,but we colored hair permanent.if you
can`t get to a salon, always use a good quality hair dye and test a small sample first.

 



 

q: can i wash & blow-dry the hair products?

 

a: you can wash them as you would your own. shampoo and 

conditioner. we also recommend using a hair treatment on them every few weeks, because the hair is not attached to
your scalp,  it is not getting the oils it should be. using a treatment/hair mask will help keep them looking
healthier and shiny for longer! you will find that you don`t need to wash your hair product too  much, about every 3
weeks. the hair can be blow-dryed on low setting, but it is not recommended to do it 

too often. it is best to let your hair product dry naturally after washing them.

 

 

q: how to tell human hair with synthetic hair?

 

 

 

a: human hair has natural protein . it is easy to tell by burning and smell : human hair will be ash , which will go away
after pinching. human hair will smell foul . when burning , the human hair will show white smoke. 

 while synthetic hair will be a sticky ball after burning and will show black smoke. moreover, human hair may have
very few gray hair and split end. it is normal and not a quality problem.

 

 

 

2.shipment and dlivery:

 

 

 

we make shipment through ups/dhl/fedex//ems, it will take 2-3 business days to arrive usa/canada,

 



 

 

and 3 business days to arrive europe after shipment go out,u.k/france/netherlands/germany/norway etc. but ems is a
little slower. shipping and delivery time frame: for stock wigs - we can make shipment immediately for stock wigs the
day after payment is cleared.for heavier density or adding highlights,it will take three more days to process.

 for custom orders , the delivery time is as below: it will take 20-22 days to produce full lace wigs rush order: 15 days,
cost is $15 per wig. 

 

 

 

we share a strategic cooperation relationship with the the world's largest express company ups,fedex 

 

-we have been one of the biggest professional manufacturer and exporter and is growing into a international
oriented company in the field of high quality hair products.

 

 

-  we accept custom,meet your special requirements! 

 

 

 

 so if you have any questions,pls feel free to contact us at any time! we will try our best to reply your emails as soon
as possible, however, due to high volume of daily incoming emails and time differences, we may not be able to reply
your emails immediately. please allow 24 business hours for us to response.

 

 

 3.how to appply lace wigs:

wig application tips using adhesives:

1. clip all hair and baby hair away from the edge of the wig to prevent the hair from getting stuck in the bonding
adhesive(s) when applying your full lace wig. 



2. carefully trim the lace around the hairline of the full lace wig.cut all the lace off right up to the hairline.for beginners,
you may wish to leave a little of the lace (1/2") if you think it will beeasier to attach the wig to the glue or tape. 

3. braid hair in small cornrows, or tightly wrap your hair head for a flat look. 

4. use alcohol 99% on a cotton pad and rub around your entire hairline, to remove any oil that may be on your skin.
do not use a cotton ball as it will leave traces of cotton along the hairline. 

5. apply scalp protector to protect skin from adhesives. this process is great for people with sensitive skin.the skin
protector will also help the adhesive stick to the skin in the event of contact with moisture (ie. humidity, swimming,
sweating & work outs). 

6. for those with hair, use a flesh tone wig cap to flatten and protect your natural hair. be sure to line it up with your
hairline,so that, your own hair is completely covered. the flesh tone wig cap will create a scalp illusion. make. to
prevent the wig cap from slipping back, allow the glue and/or tape to overlay onto the stocking cap, or loosely stitch
the cap in place. 

7  apply a thin coat of the liquid adhesive (glue) around all the perimeter of your hairline using a flat wooden
cosmetic stick or a small make-up brush. 

8. do not bond your lace wig to wet glue because it will not stick well. soft bond adhesive (ie. ultra hold)

should have a “tacky” feel when dried. hard bond adhesives such as endurabond, does not require drying time
because it dries immediately after being applied. when applying soft bond adhesive use a hair dryer for about five
minutes to aide the drying process. 

9. to make sure the wig is aligned properly, bond the wig starting at the center of your front hairline.

press your wig down using a fine tooth comb from one side to the other.  if you have glue showing beyond the
edges of the lace remove the excess glue using a q-tip dabbed in 99%,if the wig is not aligned properly,place the q-tip
between the lace and your skin to release the lace from its bond then re-adjust the lace the right way. 

10. when you have completed the application process, tie down your hairline with a silk or satin scarf. this will
allow the glue to set and dry properly. you may also sit under a dryer during this step to aide in the drying process.

copy from: http://www.eclacewigs.com
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